Sequential and Selective Detection of Two Molecules with a Single Solid-Contact Chronopotentiometric Ion-Selective Electrode.
A polymeric membrane ion-selective electrode (ISE) is typically designed for the determination of one specific ion using a conventional method. In this work, we demonstrate a simple, versatile, and sensitive platform for simultaneous detection of two molecules with a single ISE. Under a series of periodic galvanostatic polarization, a solid-contact ISE without ion exchanger properties under zero-current conditions has been successfully used for simultaneous detection of two opposite charged ions with high sensitivity, good selectivity, and fast reversibility. By integration of biorecognition elements with the potentiometric measurement, highly sensitive and selective detection of a broad range of different molecular targets can be predicted. As a proof of concept, a potentiometric genosensor based on magnetic beads-enzyme sandwich assay has been designed for sensitive and selective detection of pathogenic bacteria Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Staphylococcus aureus. Under optimal conditions, two bacteria nucleic acid sequences can be detected simultaneously with high sensitivity and good selectivity by using a single solid-contact potentiometric ISE. The detection limits of Escherichia coli O157:H7 DNA and Staphylococcus aureus DNA are 120 and 54 fM (3σ), respectively. Because of its simplicity, this potentiometric technique based on ISE can be an attractive tool or detector to perform two analyte measurements.